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H I G H L I G H T S  

� Thin graphitic carbon is in-situ grown at 700 �C with Al2O3 catalyst. 
� The graphitic carbon enhances solid electrolyte interphase and particle integrity. 
� The silicon/graphitic carbon delivers an accumulated capacity of 492 mAh cm� 2.  
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A B S T R A C T   

With highly yield and low-cost micrometer-sized polycrystalline silicon powders, a hierarchical porous silicon 
(PS) structure is fabricated. As a novel passivated layer, graphitic carbon (GC) is in-situ growth on the three- 
dimensional surfaces of PS. The GC is synthesized with 1 nm Al2O3 catalyst, and the thickness can be 
controlled to 2 nm at a relatively low temperature 700 �C. With this unique GC layer coated PS, the structure 
integrity and solid electrolyte interphase stability substantially improved. As a result, the PS/GC shows a high 
capacity retention of 91% after 100 cycles at 0.2 A g� 1. During a long-life test at 1 A g� 1, the PS/GC electrode 
delivers 1024 mAh g� 1 after 600 cycles. In addition, an accumulated areal capacity of 492 mAh cm� 2 is achieved, 
further demonstrates the high mass loading of micrometer-sized PS as well as the electrochemical stability of 
highly-stacking GC coating layer. Our work invents a new approach of the GC growth and its application on large 
volume change electrode materials, which is enabled by a low temperature Al2O3 catalyzed method.   

1. Introduction 

We are on the long way to further reduce carbon dioxide emission 
and to use green energy such as solar and wind energy. On the other 
hand, the wide usage of portable electronics, electric vehicles have 
shown great demand for high energy Li-based energy storage systems [1, 
2]. One of the key enabling methods is designing high capacity electrode 
materials, such as Si, Ge and Sn anodes [3]. Among them, Si is a 
promising candidate due to the highest specific capacity of ~3579 mAh 
g� 1 (Li15Si4), earth abundant and environmental friendly nature [4,5]. 
However, the cycling performance of Si-based anodes in lithium batte-
ries is far below commercial criteria due to its large volume expansion 
(~300%), which causes particles fracture, loss of electronic contact and 
unstable solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) [6,7]. Nanometer Si and 

amorphous carbon (aC) composite material is one of the most attractive 
strategies to address the above-mentioned issues [8–14]. The advan-
tages of the unique structure are obvious: (1) the aC shells reduce the 
direct exposure of Si to the electrolyte and enhance the SEI stability; and 
(2) the carbon shells are electrically conductive, providing essential 
electron transportation to the inner Si. However, for nanometer Si, due 
to its intrinsic high specific surface area, usually shows low tap density 
and low volumetric capacity. In addition, the amorphous carbon with 
defects and mesopores is easily react with liquid electrolyte, leading to 
low Coulombic efficiency. Regarding this, highly-yield and low-cost 
micrometer-sized Si should be used to improve the tap density. 
Graphitic carbon (GC) is promising to further reduce electrolyte 
decomposition the due to its highly crystalline nature. The growth of GC 
was normally at 900–1100 �C [15–17], which induces severe reaction 
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between Si and carbon and forms insulated SiC layer. 
Herein, we develop novel porous silicon (PS) and GC carbon com-

posite at a relatively low temperature (700 �C). The growth of the GC 
layer is enabled by Al2O3-assisted chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
technique with ethanol as precursor. The ultra-thin GC with a thickness 
of 2 nm shows highly stable electrolyte resistance. Because the thickness 
is only 2 nm, it has high kinetics for both electrons and Li ions. In 
addition, due to oxidation nature of ethanol, a 4 nm SiO2 is in-situ 
formed during the CVD process. The SiO2 layer helps to release the 
stress during volume change, which helps to improves the PS particle 
integrity. As a result, the stability of particle structure and SEI signifi-
cantly enhanced by the well-designed SiO2/GC coating layer. Tested in 
lithium cells, the PS/GC anodes shows stable cycling performance at low 
specific current of 0.2 A/g with a wide voltage range of 0.005–2.5 V. 
Even at a high rate of 1 A g� 1, the PS/GC anode exhibits a capacity of 
1000 mAh g� 1 after 600 cycles, thus an accumulated areal capacity of 
600 mAh cm� 2 achieved. Our GC coating technique provides a prom-
ising approach to address the structure and electrochemical instability 
associated with large volume change electrode materials. The low 
temperature CVD process is also friendly to energy consuming. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials synthesis 

With micrometer-sized polycrystalline silicon particles (~1.5 μm), 
porous silicon (PS) particles were fabricated using a wet etching method. 
The etching electrolyte contains 25 mM CuSO4þ5 M hydrofluoric acid 
(HF). The silicon particles were immersed and stirred in this electrolyte 
at 55 �C for 12 h. The obtained PS particles were then completely treated 
with concentrated nitric acid at 25 �C for 2 h to dissolve residual Cu. 
Before graphitic carbon growth, 1 nm Al2O3 was coated on the surface of 
PS by atomic layer deposition (ALD, Picosun R-200 Advanced) tech-
nique at 70 �C. The precursors are trimethyl aluminium (TMA) and H2O. 
The obtained PS/Al2O3 particles were then transferred into a chemical 
vapor deposition chamber and heated to 700 �C or 800 �C at a rate of 10 
�C min� 1 under argon (200 sccm) bubbled ethanol steam and kept for 2 
h, then cooled naturally. 

2.2. Characterization 

The morphology of PS/GC was characterized by scanning electron 
microscope (SEM, Hitachi S4800) and transmission electron microscope 
(TEM, Tecnai F30). Powders X-ray diffraction (Rigaku Ultima IV) was 
used to test the crystalline structure of PS/GC particles with an 

Fig. 1. (a) SEM image of a separate PS particle with Al2O3 coating layer. (b) TEM image of a separate PS particle with Al2O3 coating layer. (c) High resolution TEM 
image of PS particle with Al2O3. (d) SEM image of PS/GC grown at 700 �C. (e) TEM image of PS/GC grown at 700 �C. (f) High resolution TEM image of PS/GC grown 
at 700 �C. (g) SEM image of PS/GC grown at 800 �C. (h) TEM image of PS/GC grown at 800 �C. (i) High resolution TEM image of PS/GC grown at 800 �C. 
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accelerating voltage of 15 KV. The Raman spectrum was tested on a 
WITEC system with a laser wavelength of 532 nm. A Nicolet380 FTIR 
equipment was used to acquire the transmittance spectrum in a wave-
number range of 400–4000 cm� 1. 

2.3. Electrochemical evaluation 

To evaluate the electrochemical performance, PS/GC and PAN (1:1 
wt%) solution were mixed into slurry and blade casted on copper foil. 
Then the as-casted electrodes were annealed at 700 �C for 6 h under high 
purity argon (99.999%) to get PS/GC@c-PAN electrodes. After heat 
treatment, the amount of carbon and Si were 25 wt% and 75 wt%, 
respectively. The total mass loading is ~0.8 mg cm� 2. The PS/GC@c- 
PAN electrodes were directly assembled using CR2032 coin cell with 
lithium counter electrodes in a glovebox (Mbraun, H2O, O2 < 0.5 ppm). 
The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC), dime-
thylcarbonate (DMC) and diethylcarbonate (DEC) (1:1:1 by volume) 
with 10% fluorinated ethylene carbonate (FEC) additive. The mass 
loading was weighed with a microbalance (METTLER TOLEDO XS3DU). 
A The galvanostatic cycling was tested using NEWARE CT-4000 (mA) 
system between 0.005 V and 2.5 V at 30 �C. The impedance spectroscopy 
(VersaSTAT MC, America) was tested from 100 kHz to 10 mHz under AC 
stimulus with an amplitude of 10 mV. 

3. Results and discussion 

Before GC coating, the SEM and TEM images of Al2O3 coated PS is 
shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), a uniform layer is completely coated on its 
surfaces and pores in a smooth nature. In a high magnification (Fig. 1c), 
the coating layer exhibits amorphous characteristic and adhesives on the 
surface of crystalline Si. To track the morphology evolution and to reveal 
the effects of Al2O3 layer on the growth of GC, scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM) images and transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
images of PS/GC grown at 700 �C and 800 �C are provided. In Fig. 1d, 

after grown in 700 �C for 2 h, the micrometer-sized PS particles are 
uniformly coated with GC. The well-aligned nanoscale pores are clear 
observed after GC coating, implying the GC grown along the pore walls. 
Because the Al2O3 was directly deposited on porous silicon (PS) powders 
via an ALD method. It is known that some particles are aggregated in 
where large area Al2O3 film deposited. As a result, some flexible and 
large areal GC nanosheet are found in the inter-particle space. In the 
TEM image (Fig. 1e), the pores show layer-stacking structure with uni-
form GC layer coated. The three-dimensional (3D) GC completely coated 
all the inner pores. Note that the Al2O3 layer was deposited by ALD, 
should be 3D coated. The interconnected 3D GC could provide fast Li 
ions and electrons through the whole PS. High resolution TEM (HRTEM) 
was used to analysis the interfacial layer between GC and inner Si. From 
Fig. 1f, the thickness of GC layer is calibrated to be 2 nm while inner Si 
remains pristine crystalline nature. An amorphous interphase layer with 
a thickness of ~4 nm was in-situ formed during GC growth. Considering 
the weak oxidation property of ethanol, the amorphous layer may be 
SiOx. At the growth temperature of 700 �C, the thickness remains at 2 
nm even after 2 h. Increase the growth temperature to 800 �C, the 
thickness of GC enhances while the pores are still could be observed 
(Fig. 1g). The uniform GC coating layer was found to be ~6 nm (Fig. 1h). 
In the HRTEM image (Fig. 1i), the GC shows highly crystalline nature, 
onion-like stacking structure was clearly observed, which is further 
confirmed by its FFT patterns (Fig. S1). The inter-plane distance is 
calibrated to 0.34 nm. And the amorphous SiOx thickness increased to 6 
nm. The carbon contents of PS/GC grown after 700 �C and 800 �C are 
5.67 wt% and 11.45 wt%, respectively (Fig. S2). 

Further increase the growth temperature to 1000 �C, all PS particles 
coated by thick GC and their pores are filled (Fig. 2a,b). To demonstrate 
the SiOx nature of the amorphous interphase, the PS/GC particles were 
treated with hydrofluoric acid (HF). After etching, uniform void space 
formed between crystalline Si and GC (Fig. 2c). It is clear that GC rings 
in-situ growth inner the pores, implying its completely coating nature 
prepared by CVD method. The FFT pattern shows a corresponding circle 

Fig. 2. (a) SEM image of PS/GC grown at 1000 �C. (b) High resolution SEM image of PS/GC grown at 1000 �C. (c) TEM image of PS/GC grown at 1000 �C after HF 
etching. (d) High resolution TEM image of PS/GC grown at 1000 �C after HF etching. 
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Fig. 3. Dark-filed TEM image of PS/GC grown at 700 �C and corresponding EDS elemental mapping.  

Fig. 4. (a) Raman spectrum of PS/GC grown at 700 �C and 800 �C. (b) FTIR spectrum of PS/GC grown at 700 �C and 800 �C. (c) XRD patterns of PS/GC grown at 700 
�C and 800 �C. 
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shape (Fig. S1). In high resolution TEM image (Fig. 2d), the thickness of 
void space and GC are 10 nm and 10 nm, respectively. The thickness of 
GC and amorphous SiOx is dependent on the growth temperature, 
implying the growth mechanism is not simply physical stacking carbon 
atoms layer by layer. Instead it should be correlated to catalyzed effect 
of Al2O3 on the substrate. There is an interfacial carbon layer, which has 
a graphene-like honeycomb lattice and is covalently bonded to the Al2O3 
substrate. The ethanol could in-situ oxide the Si into amorphous SiOx 
during GC growth process. 

To further analysis the chemical elements of PS/GC and its inter-
phase, we carried out energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) mapping. As 
shown in the dark field TEM image (Fig. 3), the PS/GC shows clear hi-
erarchical interconnected structure. From the EDS elemental mapping, 
the inner skeleton corresponds to Si signal, while the carbon signal 
shows a uniform distribution across the whole particle. The O signal fits 
the inter-parts between Si and carbon and the Al just adheres to the 
carbon. The EDS mapping further confirms the GC/SiOx coating layer on 
PS while the GC is grown with Al2O3 assisted method. The GC is ex-
pected to stabilize the interphase with liquid electrolyte due to its highly 
crystalline nature. As we know that GC shows a low lithium ions diffu-
sion coefficient, its thickness should be thin enough to enable fast 
lithium ion transportation. The SiOx was demonstrated to release the 
stress during volume expansion in a proper thickness range between 4 
and 7 nm. As a result, a multifunctional is fabricated GC/SiOx in one step 
CVD process at a relatively low temperature between 700 and 800 �C. 

To characterize the chemical structure of PS/GC, we have carried out 
Raman of FTIR spectra. As shown in Fig. 4a, the peaks at 516 and 960 
cm� 1 are attributed to the vibration of Si–Si bond [18]. The sharper G 
band (1600 cm� 1) originates from highly ordered plane vibration of the 
sp2-carbon atoms in two-dimensional lattice and is a doubly degenerate 
(TO and LO) phonon mode (E2g symmetry) at the Brillouin zone center 

[19–21]. The position of G band is 1580 cm-1 for graphene grown on 
SiO2 (300 nm)/Si. The significant blueshift (20 cm� 1) of the G band can 
be understood by the strain effect with Al2O3 substrate. Between GC and 
the Al2O3 substrate, there is an interfacial carbon layer, which has a 
graphene-like honeycomb lattice and is covalently bonded to the Al2O3 
substrate [22]. This will change the lattice constant as well as the 
electronic properties of the substrate. Therefore, the lattice mismatch 
between the graphene lattice and interfacial carbon layer may cause a 
compressive stress on GC, giving rise to the shift in the Raman G band 
peak frequencies. The interfacial carbon layer adsorbed on the Al2O3 
layer originates from the decomposition process of ethanol into ethene. 
Al2O3 serves as catalyst to the dehydration reaction occurs through an 
E2-elimination mechanism involving either surface O and/or OH groups 
of the oxides at around 350 �C [23]. Further increase growth tempera-
ture to 700 �C, ethene decompose into the interfacial layer adsorbed on 
the Al2O3. The pronounced D band (1350 cm� 1) with a narrow band-
width suggests that some defects are present to facilitate Li-ion trans-
port. The intensity ratio of D band to G band represents the degree of 
graphite. 

During the dehydration process of ethanol, the by-product H2O has 
oxidability thus reacts with Si to in-situ form SiOx. FTIR was carried out 
to analyse the chemical valence of Si–O bond. As shown in Fig. 4b, an 
adsorption peak at 1080 cm� 1 was observed in both PS/GC grown at 
700 �C and 800 �C samples, which originates from the Si–O stretch (TO) 
vibration [24]. Pai have suggested that Si–O–Si stretching frequency 
scales linearly with oxygen concentration and obeys the following 
equation: x ¼ (Si–O–Si stretching frequency-932)/68 [25]. According to 
this equation, the x of SiOx in PS/GC is 2. The peak located at 1250 cm� 1 

is associated with Si–CH deformation vibration [25], which further 
confirms the interfacial carbon layer. The GC growth process in a CVD 
chamber does not change the crystalline nature of inner Si, as shown in 

Fig. 5. (a) Galvanic cycling performance of PS/GC grown at 700 �C and 800 �C. (b) Voltage profiles of PS/GC grown at 700 �C and 800 �C. (c) Long-term cycling 
performance of PS/GC grown at 700 �C and 800 �C. 
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Fig. 4c, the PS shows typical cubic Si X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns 
after 700 �C or 800 �C [26]. 

Half cells with Li metal counter electrodes were fabricated to eval-
uate the effects of GC/SiOx on the electrochemical performance of PS/ 
GC electrodes. The specific capacity is calculated on the total mass of the 
PS, SiOx, Al2O3 and GC. The average mass loading is 0.8 mg cm� 2 and all 
cells were tested between 0.005 and 2.5 V vs. Li/Liþ. In Fig. 5a, the 
electrode of PS/GC grown at 700 �C (named PS/GC-700) exhibits an 
initial reversible capacity of 2062 mAh g� 1 with a Coulombic efficiency 
at 86.8%. At the specific current of 0.2 A g� 1, the specific capacity 
decreased to 1860 mAh g� 1at the 10th cycle. Laterally, the specific ca-
pacity increased slowly from 10th to 60th cycle with a value of 2022 
mAh g� 1. The capacity increasement is associated with the kinetics. 
Because SiOx is electron insulated and has low lithium ion coefficient 
until it turns into lithium ion conductor LiSiOx [27]. During this lith-
iation process, the kinetics enhances and accordantly lower the polari-
zation voltage. Even after 100 cycles, the specific capacity remains at 
1842 mAh g� 1, 91% retention of the first cycle. For the PS/GC-800 
electrode, the initial capacity is lower than that of PS/GC-700, a 

capacity of 1660 mAh g� 1 was achieved with a capacity retention of 
1323 mAh g� 1 after 100 cycles. The lower capacity is associated with 
large polarization voltage caused by thick GC/SiOx layer. As a result, the 
initial capacity of PS/GC-100 is only 1350 mAh g� 1 and retains 1128 
mAh g� 1 after 100 cycles (Fig. S3). This assumption is confirmed by the 
lithiation potential comparison in Fig. 5b, the pleatue of PS/GC-700 
locates at 70 mV while PS/GC-800 shows the pleatue at 55 mV. It is 
reported that crystalline Si exhibits a plateau at 100 mV vs. Li/Liþ

associated with the Si–Si bond [28]. So, the activation energy of 
GC/SiOx-700 is about 30 meV, and that 45 meV of GC/SiOx-800. With 
this unique temperature dependent CVD growth technique, 2 nm GC and 
4 nm SiOx was successfully fabricated, the thin GC/SiOx helps to 
enhance the cycling performance with high lithium ion and electron 
conduction kinetics. Even at a high specific current rate of 1 A g� 1, a 
stable cycling performance was obtained after a quick fading during the 
initial 20 cycles (Fig. 5c). The PS/GC-700 electrode exhibits a capacity of 
1024 mAh g� 1 after 600 cycles. We also tested the long-term cycling 
data of PS/GC grown at 800 �C, which shows a similar trend. The spe-
cific capacity is about 150 mAh/g lower than that of PS/GC grown at 
700 �C, due to its large polarization voltage. The excellent cycling per-
formance can be attributed to the following reasons: (1) the hierarchical 
porous structure enhances the particle integrity, the inner pores 
accommodate volume change during lithium insertion and extraction 
while the silicon skeleton keep interconnected; (2) The GC/SiO2 coating 
layer not only further release the stress during volume expansion but 
also stabilize the interphase with liquid electrolyte. 

The ultra-thin 2 nm GC layer grown at a low temperature of 700 �C 
significantly enhances the particle structure and SEI stability of PS. In 
addition, micrometer-sized PS anode works over 600 cycles at a mass 
loading of 0.8 mg cm� 2 (Fig. 5c). Accumulated areal capacity during the 
whole life is crucial parameter of a cell. By comparison, we have sum-
marized the growth temperature and thickness of GC coated Si anodes, 
and their accumulated capacity performance in Table 1. With nickel as 

Table 1 
Growth temperature, thickness of GC coated Si anodes and their electrochemical 
performance.  

Temperature/oC Thickness/ 
nm 

Accumulated capacity/mAh 
cm� 2 

References 

450 5 392 [29] 
450 5 96 [30] 
900 2 90 [31] 
1050 8 220 [15] 
950 2 386 [32] 
950 3 520 [33] 
1000 2 200 [16] 
950 10 160 [17] 
700 2 492 This work  

Fig. 6. (a) The impedance spectroscopy and fitting curves of PS/GC grown at 700 �C and 800 �C. (b) The equivalent circuit and corresponding fitting results of the 
SEI resistance (Rse) and charge transfer resistance (Rct). (c) Rate performance of PS/GC grown at 700 �C and 800 �C. 
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catalyst, the growth temperature can be low as 450 �C with a thickness 
of ~5 nm. With nickel catalyzed growth of GC, the micrometer-sized 
anode (3 μm) delivers an accumulated capacity of 392 mAh cm� 2, 
while nano-Si shows a value at 96 mAh cm� 2. Without nickel catalyst, 
the growth temperature of GC is normally between 900 �C and 1050 �C, 
the thickness ranges from 2 nm to 10 nm. The accumulated areal ca-
pacities are in a range of 100–500 mAh cm� 2. In this work, for the first 
time, the growth temperature can be at 700 �C with Al2O3 as catalyst. 
With an ultra-thin 2 nm GC, the well-designed micrometer-sized PS 
exhibits an accumulated capacity of 492 mAh cm� 2. The electro-
chemical performance is one of the best results reported so far, which 
further demonstrate the superiority of the GC coating layer and 
micrometer-size PS structure. 

To reveal the reasons to the high kinetics of PS/GC grown at 700 �C, 
impedance (EIS) was carried out. As shown in Fig. 6a, based on the 
equivalent circuit, the fitting curves are in well consistence with the 
original data. From the fitting results in Fig. 6b, the charge transfer 
resistance of PS/GC grown at 700 �C (41Ω) is smaller than that grown at 
800 �C (51 Ω). It is well known that at least two electrochemical pro-
cesses related with charge transfer resistance: lithium ion redox; and 
transportation at the interphase [34]. Herein, the thin SiOx/GC layer 
contributes to fast lithium ions transportation. As a result, the PS/GC 
grown at 700 �C exhibits better rate performance (Fig. 6c), For example, 
the specific capacities (the last cycle of each current) at 2 A g� 1 and 1 A 
g� 1 are 1087 mAh g� 1 and 1281 mAh g� 1, respectively. While the PS/GC 
grown at 800 �C delivers 804 mAh g� 1 and 892 mAh g� 1 at 2 A g� 1 and 
1 A g� 1, respectively. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, to solve the particle fracture and unstable SEI issues 
during repeated volume changes, a unique GC layer is in-situ grown on 
the surface of PS with Al2O3 catalyst. The growth temperature is 
decreased to 700 �C and the thickness can be controlled at 2 nm. With 
the well-designed GC/Al2O3 layer, the PS anode shows a high capacity 
retention of 91% after 100 cycles at 0.2 A g� 1. During a long-life test at 1 
A g� 1, the PS/GC electrode delivers 1024 mAh g� 1 after 600 cycles. 
More importantly, an accumulated areal capacity of 492 mAh cm� 2 is 
achieved. The superior performance is attributed to the high crystalline 
GC coating layer and hierarchical porous structure, which substantially 
improve the SEI stability and structure integrity. Our work shed light on 
the way to design ultra-thin GC layer at low temperature and its appli-
cation on electrode materials with large volume changes. 
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